Flooddent further improves lives of denture wearers

As of September 2012, Flooddent have launched Dual Protector, a new design which promises significant improvements for denture wearers. The new addition to the Flooddent range is specifically designed for wearers of soft linings, and features a side-cutting design with a gentler inward curve. This results in a softer feel against the gum, making the restoration easier to wear and more comfortable. The new design also offers improved airflow around the edges of the denture, reducing air pressure and making breathing easier.

Flooddent is an independent company that specialises in the manufacture of dental prostheses, with a focus on the needs of denture wearers. The company has been in operation since 1948 and has a long history of innovation in the field of dental prosthetics. Flooddent's products are designed to improve the quality of life for people who wear dentures, and the company is committed to continual improvement and the development of new products to meet the needs of its customers.

GM Repair Ltd

GM Repair Ltd is pleased to announce the launch of their new website. The new site provides an improved user experience with more information on their services and an easier way to contact them. The website also features a blog where the company will share news and updates on the latest developments in the dental industry. GM Repair Ltd offers a wide range of services, including the repair of dental products, and their team of experts is dedicated to providing the highest quality service to their clients.

Industry News

PHILIPS

Man of the moment

Zaki Kanaan, has been awarded with the inaugural ‘Man of the Moment’ Award. Zaki Kanaan, a prominent figure in the dental industry, has been recognized for his contributions to the field. The award was presented to him during a special ceremony held at the BDTA Dental Showcase in October 2012. Zaki Kanaan has been a leading figure in the industry for many years, and his work has had a significant impact on the development of dental products and treatments. The ‘Man of the Moment’ Award is designed to recognize and celebrate the achievements of individuals who have made a significant contribution to the dental industry.

Pioneering education and training

𝑩𝑰𝑻 Dịch vụ zaki’s first public appearance since his appointment will be on display at the BDTA awards, where he will be giving a special talk on the importance of patient safety. Zaki Kanaan has been a vocal advocate for patient safety in dentistry, and his work has helped to raise awareness of the issue and drive improvements in practice. The ‘Man of the Moment’ Award is a fitting recognition of Zaki Kanaan’s contributions to the dental industry, and his continued efforts to improve patient safety.

GC Announces G-serial Composite

As GC vienna trading, the company that has invested heavily in the research and development of dental materials, is delighted to announce the launch of their new G-serial composite system in Belgium. This is the latest addition to the company’s range of dental products, and it is designed to meet the needs of dentists and patients alike. The G-serial composite system is available in a range of shades and formulations, and it is designed to be easy to work with and to produce natural-looking results.

Diamonds are forever

Delegates are also being encouraged to try two of Philips’ latest innovations for themselves in brushing booths on the stand. The multi award winning Sonicare Airfloss and the Sonicare DiamondClean will be on show. Philips is also a pioneer in non-invasive ventilation and a global leader in the respiratory medical device market with its ventilator support system. For the first time a product from an aligned sector of the Philips stable will be debuted at a dental show in the UK.

For more information please visit the Philips stand K16, or www.sonicare.com or www.philipshealthcare.co.uk. You can also pre-register for talks on the Philips stand by calling 0800 032 3005 or 0800 0567 222 for more information about Zaki Kanaan, please visit www.K2dental.co.uk

For more advanced users there is an additional course that adopts a theoretical and practical approach to this most sophisticated direct composite system.

Spaces on these 2-day courses are limited for maximum personalisation.

To register your interest please contact GC UK Ltd on 01908 245 557.

Dental Sky supply a wide range of top branded burs including their own Dental Advisor™. Their range is rated ++ + + ++½ and includes purpose built cabinetry.

New 3D CBCT

As a result of patient feedback, we are planning to introduce a new 3D CBCT scanner to our clinic. This will be a welcome addition to our imaging capabilities, providing patients with a more comprehensive diagnostic tool. The new scanner will be installed at our clinic in the coming months, and we are looking forward to seeing the benefits it will bring to our patients’ treatment experiences.